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All you really need for hours of fun is a pack of cards&#151;if you know how to play solitaire.

There's something for everyone in this excellent compendium, from classics like Klondike and

Canfield, to fast-paced Hit or Miss and mind-bending Intrigue, to games like Double Your Fun that

boost memory and counting skills. Whether basic, advanced, or two-pack games, the clear

step-by-step directions and strategies combined with black-and-red card diagrams make them a

snap to learn--and once you start, you're hooked! With over sixty-five games and variations (and

one hundred funny pictures), here's an essential handbook for veteran cardsharks or beginning

enthusiasts of all ages. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Readers learn how to play "Fourteen Out," "Captive Queens" or "Klondike" in Lucky 13: Solitaire

Games for Kids by Michael Street, illus. by Alan Tiegreen. Offering over 65 ways to play, the volume

provides step-by-step directions, strategies, variations and diagrams showing cards in play for each

game. Basic and advanced two-pack games are also included. ( May) Copyright 2001 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Gr 4-8-Street's easy-to-understand directions and Tiegreen's clear, informative illustrations will have

just about anyone playing like a pro in no time. Each game is laid out with step-by-step, fully

illustrated instructions. Historical comments on the origins of some of the games are included along

with strategies to improve one's playing. The cleverly named variations are arranged according to

difficulty. This is an immensely enjoyable book that youngsters will love. All that's needed is a pack



(or two) of cards and a willingness to learn and readers are on their way to hours of fun.-Cynde

Marcengill, Horry County Memorial Library, Surfside Beach, SCCopyright 2001 Cahners Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

i used this in my classroom.

My son like it

This is a big book, approx. 8"x11"!! Wasn't expecting that so it was a nice surprise. My card-playing

8-year-old will go crazy over this!!

This was what I had been looking for. I wanted a book to help me with the Solitaire Games that I

have been playing for years but wasn't quite sure of the rules.

This book is great for kids and adults alike. Easy to read and enjoyable. Would be a great gift along

with a pack of cards for anyone who spends time alone.

"Lucky 13" is well written, clearly illustrated and a must have for families! The introduction explains

simply all the terms and basics of solitaire(some of which are a great brush up for the adult!).

Although the book does get into advanced games and strategies, the first section, "Beginning

Games" is awesome for any age. My 7 and 5 year olds picked up these games quickly. Order a

copy for vacation or home!! A rainy day lifesaver!

I bought this book for my nephew, and he loved it. What a great way to not only have some fun, but

also stretch your kid's mind. It is also good for keeping the kids busy on rainy days. This Micheal

Street really understands how to explain games to children. Extremely well written.

This book was purchased for a "senior" who enjoyed the game but wanted more of a variation to her

playing cards, and the print was large enough for her to follow, and she enjoys using the book to

make the card game more challenging. Its a book that is not just for kids!
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